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Object of desire: The Cosy lamp by Atelier Alain Ellouz makes alabaster look
more translucent and mystically bewitching than mineral-esque.
Desirable abode
We caught up with Barry Condon of Condon Scott
Architects to talk about the design of this dynamic
new home in Wanaka.

The impressiveness of
Atelier Alain Ellouz’s
new Infinity collection –
a series of lines, halves
and portions of circles that
hold endless possibilities
in terms of shape – shows
the sheer breadth of this,
and the studio’s Cosy
lamp (pictured here) is a
classic example. The fact
that a hole inlaid with a
strip of gilt metal projects
the arc’s light is hard to
reconcile with the idea that
the rock simply glows of its
own accord.
atelier-alain-ellouz.com

What were you looking to achieve with the design
of this house?
The site is bordered by suburban streets on two sides
so we wanted to ensure the home-owners feel secure
when they are inside and don’t feel as though they’re
on view. We were also trying to create shelter as there
is, commonly, a strong, seasonal onshore wind in
Wanaka. We created these internal courtyard areas,
which means you can retreat back into these spaces
and essentially use the body of the house as a visual
barrier and a windbreak.
The form of the house is quite striking. How did you
arrive at this design?
It was all about the view and how we could maximise
that and train the eye towards it. The form takes a
wing shape, which reaches out to the view. The site is
a slightly odd wedge shape; we have used this to our
advantage by creating a curved edge, which handles
that transition into the angled boundary well and also
helps to direct the observer’s eye to the view. As you
walk into the foyer from the rear face of the house,
the space compresses and draws you through into the
living room and the view. When you’re in that space,
because you have this amazing panorama, you don’t
have any awareness of the street or traffic. It was that
intention that informed the shape.
How was the material palette chosen?
We wanted clean materiality. We have two types
of cedar: the dark cedar that sits under the soffit and
the warmer tone above. This creates two strong,
clean lines, with the lighter timber refining the roof
wing and the dark defining the glazing line that
continues around the house. The rough board-formed
concrete then contrasts with the timber. We’ve carried
materials from the outside to the inside to create
consistency. Dark cedar and concrete travel in through
the openings into the house, then continue in the
interiors and tie the house together.

Of law and sculpture
Auckland architect Eqo Leung from Architecturepublic has recently unveiled a
Remuera home with significant sculptural forms that respond to height-to-boundary
restrictions. “The idea of the design is to work with the height-to-boundary recession
planes, and the angles generated… to create a very contemporary and sculptural
form,” says Leung. The fibre-cement structure sits in an hourglass-shaped, ninemetre-wide site and uses a language of pinched, faceted walls, which translate into
sculpture both in and outdoors. architecturepublic.co.nz

Condon Scott
Architects ensured
that the home
overlooked Lake
Wanaka while being
private from the street
(photography:
Simon Devitt).
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